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the winter. The merchants and manufacturers who 
went into it did a good business until business began 
to pick up here in the United States, when they con
cluded that they would rather sell their goods at home 
than ship them to China. Hence the effort to find a 
market for general merchandise in the East was prac
tically abandoned. Our merchants voluntarily w ith
drew, the Germans went in and got the trade and will 
keep it. It's the same .old story; you have heard it 
over and over again. The experience has been repeat
ed in Brazil and Africa and elsewhere. When our 
manufacturers have a iot of goods they cannot sell at 
home they spend time and money working up a foreign 
trade, but as soon as the home market revives they 
neglect their foreign customers and lose them. We 
might have had the best of the Chinese trade if we had 
kept onr boat in the stream, but it's all gone to be 
worked up again, and you can never regain what you 
have lost."-The Maritime World. 

ON THE PRESERVATION OF UNFERMENTED 
GRAPE JUICE. 

IT may be accepted as a certainty that prehistoric 
man, as he collected and ate the grapes 'growing wild 
about him, soon learned to prize the juice expressed 

vest of grape juice proved poor in sugar, by the addi
tion of this condensed must, it was brought up to its 
proper saccharine standard. Boiling the grape juice 
down is practised in certain localities at the present 
day. In the closing years of the middle ages and 
those that followed thereupon, most singular expe
dients were resorted to to preserve the - must sweet 
and tasteful, without other results, however, than to 
partially prevent fermentation or delay it, whereby 
tolerably successful samples of sweet and aromatic 
wines were produced. The most successful of these 
operations was the making of sturn by the addition 
of sulphur or ground mustard-seed, a process pursued 
even now in certain places. As time advanced, and 
the various wine manufacturers became better ac
quainted with the cause of the fermentation, as well 
as with the many different modes of arresting it, the 
preservation of must upon a very extensive scale was 
again undertaken. However, since either the anti
ferments then in use did not possess sufficient sta
bility to restrain, for any great length of time, the 
natural tendency to change in the juices, or because 
of the deleterious effects upon the health of the con
sumers, produced by excessive sulphuring or the em
ployment of such reagents as salicylic acid, boracic 
acid, or any one of the many compounds of fluorine, 
the processes never seem to have attained to much, if 

B 

FIG. 1.-PASTEURIZING APPARATUS OF NEUKOMM 
(LONGl'l'UDlNAL SECTION). 

from them as a most delicious potion and a highly re
freshing beverage. 

When, however, the hoarded stores of the grape 
juice. or must began of itself to ferment and acidu
late, he cast about for some means to preserve the 
juice in its pristine flavor and sweetness, and hit 
upon by accident, as it were, the first primitive begin
nings of wine making. The discovery of that new al
coholic product, wine, resultant from the fermenta
tion of the juice of the grape, without doubt gave a 
mighty impulse to the cultivation of the vine for the 
avowed purpose of obtaining from its rich clusters 
this -exhilarating beverage. 

Highly prized as were the grapes and the delight
fully sweet must freshly pressed from them, yet the 
full enjoyment of their attendant pleasure was un
fortunately limited to the season of the ripening fruit, 
for primitive man, even if he so desired, was not 
then equipped with either the knowledge or the uten
sils for preventing the spontaneous fermentation 
which ensues in a very short time. 

However, with such an attraction it may not be 
doubted that very early in the life of the human race 
many and varied essays were made to keep the must 
in its original sweet and unfermented condition; 

any, practical value. Much more successful seem to 
have been the methods, the underlying principles of 
which were the annihilation, by means of heat, of the 
bacteria which produced the fermentation, in other 
words, the sterilization of the must-a process which 
received its greatest impulse from the experimental 
studies and more complete works of the now famous 
French scientist, Pasteur. 

Very soon after Pasteur with his theories and ex
periments came ·upon the scene, processes embodying 
his principles were adapted to the making of wine, 
namely, the heating of the wine, now universally 
known as pasteurizing, to prevent the after-fermen
tation; and it proved to be but one step further in 
advance to apply the same procedure to the preserva
tion of the freshly expressed must, thus checking at 
the outset all inclination on the part of the juice to 
change its constituent parts or alter their chemical 
combination. Not so long ago, in fact in 1877, among 
others a certain wine dealer in Mayence placed upon 
the European market a must" which had been sub
jected to heat and highly recommended it as a medi
cine and a substitute for the grape cure then en vogue. 
It is not denied that the sterilizing of grape must by 
heat was practised in the chemical laboratories in 

FIG. 2�" PASTOR" STERILIZER OF MALVEZIN. 

among the easiest methods seems to have been that 
of condensing it by boiling. Such was indeed the 
custom of the period of later antiquity in Greece and 
Italy where the must was thus reduced to one-half, 
yes to one-third, of its original volume, to a thick 
SY,TUP, as- a means to its preservation for future use. 

Ancient history relates that must thus condensed, 
when thinned again with water, not only supplied a 
most refreshing drink, but was also extensively used 
in the culinary arts. Its chief application, however, 
disclosed the intensely business qualifications of the 
ancient wine makers; for whenever a succeeding har-

order to preserve it in its unfermented state for later 
experiments and examination; it is rather conceded 
that such was the case, yet it was done in too small 
quantities to have any practical significance, certainly 
none whatever from a commercial viewpoint. Not 
until 1892 did the world possess a really reliable com
mercial process. In that year the prominent oeno
logist, the secretary of the Associazioni vinicola e 
viticola dei Trentino, Baron John a-Prato, after 
searching study and innumerable experiments, an
nounced his system of filtering and pasteurizing the 
grape must . 
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Recognizing the practical value of grape juice pre
served in this manner for medicinal purposes as well 
as for purposes of pleasurable enjoyment, in 1893 he 
took out letters-patent upon the process in all the 
different countries likely to appreciate its worth. 

In the summer of the year following, at the Univer
sal Exposition at Milan, a-Prato exhibited some must 
from the harvest of 1893; the brothers Tavara, of 
Mazzara de Vallo in Sicily, also had an exhibit under 
the brand "Mosto di Salute," prepared under the 
a-Prato patents, both of which preparations were 
awarded premiums. 

Samples of a-Prato's must were analyzed in the 
experimental stations at San Michele on the Etch, 
at Klosterneuburg near Vienna, at Geisenheim on 
the Rhine, and at the chemical laboratory of the City 
of Zurich, Switzerland, and reported favorably. 

Many of the prominent physicians and professors at
tested its hygienic properties and special adaptability 
to use in certain diseases. Thus we see that for the 

FIG. 3.-PORTABLE BOILER FOR STEAlIlING 
CASKS. 

preservation of an unadulterated grape-must in a ra
tional and suitable manner we are indebted to the pro
gress made in the closing years of the nineteenth 
century, since only within the last year or two has 
the manufacturer been assured of its practical accom
plishment. Of grape-must in its condensed form the 
same may be said, for although from the earliest 
times the juice has been boiled to free it from an ex
cess of water, a process which has been followed 
under varying conditions and in varied appliances 
with .more or less success through the ages, yet only 
within the most recent times has it been achieved in 
a manner which leaves behind no taste of the boiling. 

To Italy we are indebted for its first treatment in 
vacuo. Mussi, an inventor of Milan, exhibited at the 
International Exposition for machines pertaining to 
the culture of the grape and the making of wine, held 
,in the city of Corregliano in 1881, an apparatus fn 
the concentration of grape-must in vacuo, which was 
tried at the time and found measurably successful. 
More recently, in France, at a time when an overpro
duction of wine caused the growers to seek ways and 
means for adding value to their superfluous product, 
the question of concentrated must again came up, 
when the growers' attention was more especially di· 
rected to attempts to make a serviceable, perhaps 
better said drinkable, wine from the lighter musts, viz .. 
those poor in sugar and acids, by concentrating and 
fermenting them. At that time stress was laid upon 
the conceit that in the production of concentrated 
must, it should not be done with the intention of 
using it exclusively for the building up of wines, 
but rather that the condensed or evaporated must 
should itself become an article of commerce and pro-

FIG. 4.-SA FI<JTY BUNG. 

vide means for producing the so-called non-alcoholic 
beverages. 

While up to the present the preparation of concen
trated grape-must has not reached large proportions, 
it may nevertheless be expected that this method of 
rendering a product of the vine commercially avail
able will receive especial attention from the growers 
whenever they are again confronted with the ques
tion of a profitable disposition of an enormous sur
plus. 

In any case, it must be conceded that only upon 
an extensive scale, by means of the most approved ap-
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]Jliances and under the management of an expert 
'oenologist, at the same time being assured of a good 
market, can this industry be carried forward with any 
certainty of success. 

Grape-must is the fresh juice of the grapes as it 
runs from the press. This must, therefore, contains 
not only all the soluble parts of the grape but, de
pending upon the amount of care exercised in its 
preparation, also other substances which get into it 
by accident, such as the impurities adhering to the 
outside of the skin, some of the grape pulp, parts of 
the skins and seeds. If it be eminently necessary to 

FIG. 5.-"KEIMTOETER" (GERM KILLER) 
SAFETY BUNG. 

preserve from: all possible impurities the must which 
is intended for the manufacture of wine, it is more 
indispensably requisite that every imperfection should 
be eliminated from the must which is to be preserved 
in its unfermented state. For this reason, therefore, 
only clean, sound, faultless grapes must be selected 
and all sickly, ,rotten, moldy or dirty grapes must 
be carefully culled out to obtain the must in the 
purest possible condition. In order to obtain the 
most complete returns from the grapes, they must first 
be crushed and the mash thus formed subjected to' 
pressure. No uniform method was followed in the 
beginning, in any of the wine growing countries. 

FIG. 6. FIG. 7. FIG. 8. 
Fig. 6.-A8be8to8 filter element8 (part8). Fig. 7.-A8be8to8 filter element8 

(a88embled). Fig. 8.--Holland filter with a8be8to8 filter element •. 

The first and most imperfect process is no doubt the 
treading out with the bared feet or feet shod with 
specially constructed boots or wooden sandals; in 
some of the districts situated far from commercial 
centers, this process is, to some extent, still in use. 
In other provinces the grapes are crushed in a huge 
vat with large wooden pestles, a cleaner process in
deed, but still imperfect. 

The most complete and rational mode of crushing, 
and the one used at present in all establishments 
where up-to-date processes are employed, is a well
made grape mill. Any number of such mills are on 
the market, some of which confine their usefulness 
to the mere crushing of the luscious fruit, while 
others, in addition, remove the rape or stems and 
stalks. Being left to itself in ordinary temperatures, 

FIG. 9.-aUTOMA'fIC BOTTLE/-FILLING 
BATTERY. 

the fresh must suffers in a short time, a remarkable 
change. 'Originally clear, the must will soon show 
signs of clouding up, small air bubbles begin to form 
and ascend, at first but slowly, but later more rap
idly, and finally cause a decided foaming. 

During this action the temperature of the liquid 
itself is raised, and the former sweet taste gradually 
grows less or disappears altogether, to be succeeded 
by a pronounced wine-like taste accompanied by a pe
culiar smell of spirits. This characteristic process is 
known as fermentation, and is the immediate result 
of the chemical change in the sugar contained in tbe 
must, which gives off two elements not present be
fore, viz., alcohol or spirit of wine and carbonic acid. 
The alcohol remains in solution, while the carbonic 
acid in the form of a gas for the most part ascends 
in the shape of bubbles to the surface and escapes. 
It is this more or less rapid movement of the gas 
bubbles which causes the foaming. 

This mode of chemical change or fermentation in 

FIG. 10.-CORKING MACHINE WITH SEAT. 

liquids containing sugar whereby not only carbonic 
acid is freed but alcohol is the chief product, is 
called the alcohol or wine fermentation, and upon it 
depend the principles of wine making. 

Should it be determined to prevent the fermenta
tion of grape-must, the first thing to decide upon is 
whether the delay shall extend over a short time or 
for an indefinite period. In the former case, it is 
only necessary either to counteract the conditions 
which permit of the growth of the fermentation bac
teria, or to remove a part of them or c:iluse some of 
them to be killed; either process will result in a tem
porary delay. But if it is the intention to preserve 
the must indefinitely in its sweet condition, every 
trace even of the fermentation bacteria must be re
moved. The means in use for delaying fermentation 
may be divided into three classes, viz., such as oper
ate mechanically, in separating the bacteria, or such 
as produce a physical effect upon the germs, and 
finally such as employ chemical reagents. 

Fining and filtering may be regarded as the 
mechanical means generally employed, though the 
results are far from perfect or lasting, for they re
move only the greater part of the fermentation bac
teria. A sufficient number always seem to escape to 
propagate their species further and eventually accom
plish the change. A more certain metho'd is the one 
known as the physical process, which consists in rais
ing the temperature of the liquid beyond that point 
where the fermentation bacteria thrive or can de
velop . 

If this temperature is sustained for any length of 
time, not only. are the microbes present killed off, 
but a certain condensing of the saccharine contents of 
the must ensues, which renders further development 
of noxious bacteria impossible. 

Under the name "chemical group" are known those 
processes which preserve the grape-must and other 

FIG. 11.-BOTTLE PASTEURIZING APPARATUS 
WITH A'rEAM HEAT. 

' 

fruit flavors by the adion of' added chemical reagents, 
which accomplish the result 'partly by killing all bac· 
teria present, and partly by so changing the chemical 
combination of the' contents that all further altera-
tion is prevented. _ ' 

Although there are innumerable substances which, 
if added to the must of the grape or other fruits, will 
destroy the bacteria that contri-b:tite mainly.to the fer
mentation or acidulation of the , same, .Yet _ since 
these beverages are to be imbibed by man,' not - only 
must due consideration 'for the health of the con� 
sumer be taken into account, which admits the use 
only of such agents as produce no deleterious effects 

FIG. 12.-BOTTLE PASTEURIZING APPARATUS 
FOR DIRECT FIRING. 

upon his well-being, but a strict conformity must also 
be exercised to the laws regulating the preparation 
of foodstuffs. Even of these permitted preservatives, 
their employment is restricted according to the pur
poses for which the must or flavoring extracts are in
tended. Among this group of chemical preservatives 
then only are alcohol, sugar, sulphurous acid, and 
mustard meal; the use of this latter being especially 
closely watched. Alcohol of sufficient strength will 
destroy all the fermentation bacteria or any cognate 
organisms and form an effective preservative. If it 
be desired to preserve the must in its sweet and un
attenuated condition on a small scale, say for family 
use, it would be out of the question to provide the 
apparatus and appliances used in the factories, yet 
the small producer must proceed upon the same basic 
principles; for him, therefore, the heating or steril
izing of the must is the most practicable. The most 

FIG. 18.-l'ASTEURIZINU APPARATUS OF GASQUET FOR J30TTLE 
WINES. 
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approved method consists in taking the juice direct 
from the press before the least trace of fermentation 
can have made its appearance and passing it through 
a medium fine hair sieve to remove all the solid par
ticles. It would be of advantage after this to filter it 
through a sack made of white flannel thick and well 
shrunk, previously wet with water, in order to purify 
and clarify it further. 

This should now be run into perfectly clean bottles 
and immediately corked and sealed. The bottles 
should not be filled entirely, for, during the heating 
or sterilizing the must expands and room must be left 
to accommodate this increase. It is advisable to sub
ject the bottles, immediately after filling, to the hot 
water bath, which may be done in any large pot or 
pan. If the operation were to be done on a consid
erable scale, it would be better to provide a long 

FIG. 14.-BOTTLE-PASTEURIZ ING APPARATUS. 

trough·like boiler; and, in order to avoid standing 
them direct on the bottom, which, by being unevenly 
heated, or from the violent ebullition of the water, 
may result in some bre:1kages, it is better to con
struct a perforated false· bottom to sustain the bottles 
and place it about 4 inches above the bottom proper; 
a good substitute for a perforated bottom is a thick 
layer of excelsior, upon which the bottles may stand 
upright while the same material may be inserted be
tween them to prevent their toppling over and break
ing. Having packed the bottles in the trough in this 
manner, fill up with water until the bottles are wholly 
submerged and then apply the heat, raising the tem
perature slowly till the thermometer shows from 50 
deg. to 55 deg. R. (149·158 deg. F.) To save time, 
the trough might be filled with water previously 
raised to 30 deg. R. (100 deg. F.) This bath must 
be continued somewhat .over half an hour at an even 
temperature by a close regulation of the fire in order 
to be sure that all the microbes have been killed. 
Having accomplished this part of the process, the 
fire may be drawn and the water allowed to cool 
down to 40 deg. R. (122 deg. F.) having previously 
drawn off sufficient to allow the necks or mouths of 
the bottles access to the air. As soon as the bottles 
and contents have cooled off, remove the binding 
twine or wire from the cork and cut the cork off even 
with the top of the bottle. To guard more thoroughly 
against any chance entry into the must, either through 
the cork itself or possibly between the cork and the 
neck of the bottle, it is advisable, having first care
fully wiped off both neck and cork with a cloth sat
urateQ in spirit of wine, to seal the opening either 
with fluid bottle lacquer or better yet some melted 
paraffine. Must sterilized in this manner is sure to 
keep fresh and sweet, since all the fermentative 
spores have been annihilated, yet by reason of the 
albuminoids and proteids contained in the juice of 
the grape which have coagulated during the applica
tion of the heat and become separated the liquor will 
become more or less cloudy. After a time these semI
solid bodies precipitate. To obtain this result most 
perfectly, the bottles should be laid away-piled up 
on their sides, not stood on the bottoms-in a cool, 
dry place and allowed to remain untouched for. sev
eral weeks. It now becomes necessary, especially if 
the product has been made for sale, to open the 
lottles and remove by filtration all such deposits. 
The bottles are now taken in and given a shaking to 
remove the sediment from the walls of the bottle and 
placed upright for a few days until the sediment is 
again deposited, this time on the bottom. 

FIG. 15.-SPARKLING-WINE APPARATUS FOR 
LIQUID CARBONIC ACID. 

As soon as the must again appears clear, the bottles 
are opened, the clear liquid being carefu'lly poured 
off into a filter; when the cloudy portion is reached, 
this should be placed by itself in a demijohn or other 
receptacle to be filtered later. Since, through the con
sequent exposure of the must to the air, the minute 
and dangerous fermentative spores have again an 
opportunity to find lodgment in the must, it becomes 
necessary to resterilize the bottled must in the same 
manner as before with the same apparatus and the 
same heat values. Whether large or small quantities 
are considered, the principles of. sterilizing and the 
meth?d of procedure remain unaltered, it is merely h 
questIOn of the size of the apparatus needed. To 
achieve satisfactory results the same steps must 11" 
taken and in the same order. In l;lelecting an appar-

atus for sterilizing the must, care must be had that, 
in the warming of the must, not only are all the fer
mentative microbes killed, but that the albuminous 
bodies coagulate and deposit to a great extent in the 
tank or trough used. Such an apparatus must be so 
constructed that all the surfaces which come in' con
tact with the must may be readily got at and easily 
cleansed. Furthermore, means must be provided for 
regulating the temperature during the operation. 
Must, even to a less degree than wine, should not be 
heated over a direct fire, but either in a water or 
steam bath, for must absorbs much easier than wine 
a taste of cooking, if heated over a direct fire. All 
parts of the apparatus exposed to the action of the 
must require perfect timing to avoid any contact with 
lead. Should it be convenient to pasteurize the must 
in an apparatus for sterilizing wine, it must not be 
overlooked that must requires a higher temperature 
than wine, because not only must the fermentative 
microbes be destroyed, but also those spores which 
produce mold and which not only require greater heat 
to exterminate them, but a considerably longer expo
sure to that heat. With the observance of these im
portant differences, then all well constructed wine 
warmers may be used for the sterilizing of must. 

An apparatus especially adapted for the steriliza
tion of must and called by its inventor's name, "The 
Neukomm," is shown in Fig. 1, which gives itr in
ternal arrangement in cross section. E is a stove in 
which is placed a kettle, F, filled with water; e, e, e 
space between outer and inner walls for combustion 
of gases from fire on grate below. Through a system, 
of pipes submerged in the heated water, the must is 
made to circulate by gravity in a direction indicated 
by the arrows. On the pediment to the right is also 
a warmer, B, from which after the operation the con
tents are drawn off at O. Another invention for this 
purpose called the "Pastor," constructed by Malvezin, 
is shown in Fig. 2. Its interior construction is sucq 
that it may be readily cleansed, a most important fea
ture in everything connected with must. Must steril
ized with such machines should not be immediately 
bottled, because time must be given for the precipita
tion of the insoluble particles. Again, there would 
not be sufficient time to do the work during the har
vesting and pressing season. The grape juice must 
therefore be run off into large tuns or casks and 
stored away to settle till such time as it may be con
venient to bottle it. For storage, either wooden tuns, 
glass, or earthenware demijohns will serve. If casks 
are used, care must be observed that they are well 
wine-seasoned and by a thorough steaming freed from 
all impurities due to the wood. A portable boiler is 
best adapted for this steaming-out process, though any 
other means of making steam under a medium pres
sure may be employed. We give in Fig. 3 a portable 
boiler with attending requisites, which is in high 
favor among the makers of sterilized must and wlne. 
The casks having been well steamed and thoroughly 
hot are filled at once from the sterilizer up to the 
bung hole. To prevent the entrance of the nox
ious spores, which it has cost so much trouble to elimI
nate, the' sealing of the bung must be accomplished 
with great care, and as in the case of the bottles, it 
may he done in various ways. 

A �imple arrangement for this purpose is exhibited 
in Fig. 4. It consists of a heavy soft rubber bung 
pierced through its center, through which is passed 
a tight fitting hard rubber tube bent in such a man
ner tha t it may reach and pass through a second soft 
rubber cork into a wide necked bottle containing 
high grade spirit of wine. It will be seen that the 
pipe just passes through the cork in the bottle, stop
ping just above the surface of the spirit. A second, 
and this time a glass tube, pierces the cork of the 
flask and from beneath the surface of the spirit com
municates with the outer air. The modus operandi is 
easily understood. As the must cools and the cask 
cools, a condensation ensues which produces a vacuum, 
which in turn is naturally filled by the surrounding 
air. As arranged, the air may find ready ingress, 
but by so doing it must pass through the spirit of 
wine in the flask Which relieves it of all the noxious 
infusoria or micro-organisms. 

A cask which has been steamed out, but not filled 

hole sealed with soft cement to insure an absolutely 
airtight joint. -4-ir may now enter the cask only 
through this'apparatus, which, in much the same man
ner as the one just considered, is provided with a 
seal of spirit of wine. It may be readily cleansed, 
and, since it is adapted for a reversal of the course of 
the air, it may be equally as readily used for filling the 
cask. Possessing as it does the natural tendency to 
clarify itself after standing some time in store, the 
preserved must may, when required, be filled direct 

FIG. 16.-TOURNIQUET. 

from the casks into the bottles, and only in cases 
where it is not quite clear will it be necessary to filter 
it and of course repeat the sterilizing process. Of 
course in filtering the must, which has been allowed 
time to precipitate its semi-solid substances, there is 
not so inuch likelihood of clogging the filter as' is the 
case with freshly pressed must. Of the many var
ieties of filters in use, and on the market the asbes
tos filter seems the most serviceable for filtering the 
settled must; it consists of layers of specially pre
pared asbestos. The construction of such a filter is 
shown in Fig. 6; it is made up of a long, narrow cylin
der, closed at both ends, the walls of which are of 
well tinned woven copper wire-a copper sieve, in 
fact-a screw-threadep, %-inch opening on top and a 
2-inch emptying cap on the bottom. Outside of this 
sieve is another protecting sieve woven of copper 
bronze wire. The filling tube shown separately, and 
in Fig. 7 in place, extends nearly to the bottom of 
the elongated sieve and is only removed when the 
filter is to be cleaned. These filters, if more than 
one are used, are fastened on the bottom of the vat 
containing the must or wine to be filtered, as shown 
in Fig. 8, directly above the cask or vat to contafn the 
filtered product. 

To start the operation, it is necessary to mix up the 
asbestos with some of the must and pass it through 
the filter; in its passage it carries the fine asbestos 
along and deposits it as a thin film, evenly distributed, 
over the inner surface of the sieve, which forms a most 
perfect filter for the rest of the liquid. These filter
units possess the added advantage that they are readily 
adapted to the older-fashioned Holland filter, as we 
show in Fig. 8. Should the preserved must in the 
casks have become so clear that it may be filled into 
bottles without filtering, a bottle-filling machine is 
the next requisite, and the one found most practicable 
for this purpose is the automatic filling machine or 
battery shown in Fig. 9, which by means of a rubber 
hose is connected direct with the spigot of the cask. 
This battery may be readily attached to the tapping 
cock of the filter if it be necessary to filter the must. 

FIG. 17.-SPARKLING-WINE APPARATUS FOR 
IMP RE G NATION IN THE BOTTLES. 

for want of material, if provided with such an appar
atus may stand some time without danger of being 
affected. If it be desirable to fill such a cask without 
resteaming, it only remains to C"onnect the hose with 
the lower or draft hole, and by removing the short 
tube from the flask and lowering the short end of the 
hard rubber tube till its mouth is sealed by the spirit 
of wine the must may be pumped in or run in by 
gravity while the escaping air finds its exit through 
the spirit which effectually seals it against any return. 
In Fig. 5 we are able to show another means of ef
fecting the same thing. It is called the "germ killer." 
It is made of glass with a metal cover, its lower ex
tremity being of conically ground glass, which is 
t1riven into the bung hole by turning or twisting it, 
<l,ud any possible crevices between it and the WoO'deu 
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Being thus filled the bottles must be corked, and for 
this purpose we show in Fig. 10 one of the most ap
proved appliances. Re·sterilizing is now in order fof 
reasons detailed above, and it is scarcely necessary to 
add that the greatest possible care must be taken to 
have everything perfectly clean, for upon this one 
circumstance depend the lasting properties of the pro
duct. The manufacture of preserved or pasteurized 
must on a large scale presupposes the incessant steril
izing of thousands of bottles. The ordinary troughs 
used in sterilizing the beer bottles, which we show in 
Figs. 11 and 12, will answer the purpose very well. 
Fig. 11 gives us a view of a bottle sterilizer in which 
steam is exclusively used for heating the water, and it 
is so constructed that the steam enters water sur
rOlluding the bottles without the ul;lual noise accolU-
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panying it. The apparatus shown in F 'ig. 12 is ar
ranged for afire directly under the water. Both these 
covered tanks are constructed with a circulating water 
chamber and differ only in the means of heating 
the water; a method of forcing the circulation is also 
provided. 

Having attained the desired temperature and re
tained the bottles in it for the required time, the pro
cess of cooling is begun either by turning off the 
steam supply or drawing the fire; admitting cold water 
into the circulating chamber and allowing the warm 
water thus displaced to flow away hastens the cooling. 
These sterilizing tanks are also arranged for heating 
by gas, and they are made in eight different sizes with 
capacities from 50 to 1,250 bottles holding 0.7 of a 
liter each. Practice shows that two such troughs are 
better than one large one, for they afford a means of 
uninterrupted work, since one may be heating while 
the other is cooling, in which manner each may be 
filled several times a day. A simpler apparatus and one 
better adapted to the sterilization of must in bottles is 
the one shown in Fig. 13 made by Gasquet. This appar
atus is intended for continuous work, and, as may be 
seen by consulting the cut, consists of a large trough 
divided into twelve compartments or cells. The par
tition walls ar:e perforated so that the water may cir
culate freely through them, and each cell is large 
enough to contain an iron skeleton basket which will 
hold from eight to twelve bottles, so that a trough of 
this kind and size will sterilize from 192 to 288 bottles 
at one time. A small steamer connected by wire-wound 
rubber hose to the trough furnishes the heat, and a 
water pump on one side or end provides for the circu
lation. Snmewhat similar to the one just described is 
a trough shown in F'ig. 14. Its construction differs 
materially only in that it handles larger baskets of 
bottles; each basket contains fifty bottles, which, be
ing too heavy for one man, are raised and lowered by 
tackle and run. along from place to place upon rails. 
The heating and cooling of the sterilizing water is ef
fected in much the same manner, except that since the 
trough is divided into two compartments which are not 
intimately connected, it really forms two sterilizing 
troughs which may be worked independently. Must 
treated in this way may be kept indefinitely in bottles, 
provided the bottles are stored in a horizontal position, 
for if the bottles stand on their bottoms, having been 
closed with ordinary bark corks, the corks will dry 
out in time and shrink away from the neck of the 
bottle, thus admitting air, and the mold-spores will 
pass in and spoil the must. In the same manner that 
artificial effervescing wines or champagnes are made 
by impregnating them with carbonic acid gas pu mped 
into the bottles, effervescing or sparkling must may be 
manufactured, and it makes a particularly refreshing 
beverage. Carbonated must is made in one of two ways, 
being impregnated with the carbonic acid gas in the 
usual machines for that pur:pose and drawn into bottles 
and sealed or saturated with the gas after being bot
tled by means of the usual appliances, well known to 
all bottlers. All bottles containing carbonated must 
should of necessity be tightly corked and the same se
cured by the use of strong cord or wire. Since consid
erable quantities of carbonic acid are lost in either of 
these processes, it has become necessary to invent some 
contrivance which will effect a saving in this par
ticular field. We show in Fig. 15 an apparatus designed 
for the use of liquid carbonic acid ga.!,!. Here on a table 
is a mixing cylinder, the outer walls of which have 
been cut 'away to show the interior mixer of glass in 
which a dash wheel. is made to turn by means of the 
crank seen at the right. The outer or protecting cylin
der, of sheet copper well tinned, is intended to resist 
the pressure of the gas and relieve the glass or real 
mixing drum from undue ·strain. Just behind the table 
to the extreme right of the picture stands the flask 
containing the liquefied carbonic acid gas; it is con
nected by means of a copper tube with an expansion 
cylinder also visible on the left, which carries a prea
sure gage and safety valve. Through another copper 
tube this is connected w ith the mixer. 'the. dQubJe 
acting compressor on the extreme left is intended to 
return any surplus carbonic acid gas to the expansion 
cylinder when the mixer is about to be emptied; or 
when the liquefied gas has become exhausted to such 
an extent that the desired pressure is no more present 
it may be used to pump direct from the gas cylinder 
into the mixer in this manner saving every foot of the 
gas. Of cours'e, in smaller plants both the expansion 
cylinder and the pump are wanting and a simple reduc
t ion valve takes their place, which easily shows where 
and how the loss of gas is made. A corking mach ine, 
shown also in the cut, is connected directly with the 
mixer. The carbonating is accomplished similarly to 
the method pursued with wine. The mixer is filled 
to overflowing to expel the air, then closed, connected 
with the gas tank and about 5 per cent of the con
tents blown out, which is replaced by the gas, of course. 
The tap is now closed and the remaining must sub
jected to the pressure and mixing until it becomes 
saturated with the gas. Almost any of the many appl i
ances used nowadays for the making of artifiCially· 
effervescent wines direct in the bottles will do the 
same for the must. They are usually so constructed 
that the mouth of the bottle is hermetically closed by a 
hollow rubber cork, through which the carbonic acid 
gas may be introduced. The bottles are kept in motion 
to facilitate the mixing of the gas and must, and when 
the desired quantity has been absorbed, removed and 
corked. Fig. 16, the "Tourniquet," shows a machine, 
the object of which is to close and hold the filled bottles 
until the foaming has ceased sufficiently to allow of 
corking them permanently. In Fig. 17 we show a ma
chine invented by a Mr. Bartelt, so contr ived that 
twenty bottles of wine or must may be carbonated at 
the same time direct from the flask. The bottles are 
fastened by screws into the frame with their ne.cks 
pressed over mouth-pieces issuing from a central pIpe, 
which serves at once as a conductor for the gas and an 
axis of revolution about which the bottles are made to 
turn by means of the hand wheel on its outer extrem
ity, which keeps the must in a state of agitation an d 
facilitates the absorption of the gas. We repeat, all 
bottles of must ought to be resterilized immediatelv 
after being corked, and those bottles which have beeD 
carbonated must be stored upon their si des to prevent 
the corks from drying and 1il11rinking and a conl3equent 

entrance of air and fermentative bacteria.-Translated 
for the SCIENTIF IC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT from Der 
Stein der Wei sen. 

WOLF G AN G  VON KEMPELEN'S T ALK IN G 
M ACHINE. 

IN very distinct episodes the h istory of the "lower" 
mechanics teaches us how greatly the reward for inge
nious inventions is subject to the changeable whim of 
the great public, who will to-day idolize the clever 
maker of a technical masterpiece, to forget him to
morrow over new problems. Verily the rubbish heap 
of the history of inventions, from which we take an 
object, could tell touching stories of brilliant mo
mentary successes and a rapid fall into the depths 
of oblivion. 

One of the most interesting mechanical curiosities, 
whose exhibition in the beginning of the nineteenth 
century created no little stir at the courts of Europe, 
was the talking machine of Wolfgang von Kempelen. 

Among chess players the, Press burg builder is well 
known as the ingenious constructor of an automaton 
in the shape of a Turk, who played chess like a live 
person with any opponent, and caused a great sensation, 
owing to the secret o-f his construction. 

When Kempelen in the same year, 1769, that his 
automatic chess player started on his triumphal tour 
through the civilized world, occupied himself with 
physiologico-acOl,Istic problems, directing his att(lntion 
especially to the idea of a mechanical reproduction of 
articulate sounds, the construction of an ingenious 
mechanism was suggested to him by the sight of a 
simple bagpipe, a construction which by the employ
ment of a suitable keyboard could be changed into a 
"phonograph," or, better still, a "speaking organ." 

Kempelen described the apparatus in a learned work 
entitled "Mechanismus der menschlichen Sprache" 
(Mechanism of Human Speech), Vienna, 1791, which 

is interesting reading even to-day, although the hypo
theses of the author must be rejected as groundless and 
partly absurd. According to an accompanying copper 
print, the construction resembled an old-style harmo
nium. The mouth pieces of the pipes were formed by 
longish boxes of wood which were divided into two 
"jaws" (sound boards). The lower end was united 

to the upper one by a leather hinge. In order to regu
late the size of the opening between the two jaws ex
actly-this was the chief essential for the production 
of the tones-a gut string was attached to the lower 
bottom of each mouth piece, which was drawn through 
a hole of the upper "jaw" part and connected with 
the keyboard. Each letter h.ad its own key-similar 
to the keyboard of the first electric telegraph appar
atus of Sommering. This key system, it is true, pro
duced the disadvantage that the letters were heard in, 
rotation in a chopped-off manner; thus "Papa" sounded 
like P-a-p-a. 

In order to obviate this grave drawback, Kempelen 
undertook a radical alteration of his speaking ma
chine, which he successfully accomplished after two 
years. The apparatus thus improved was considerably 
more complicated. A sound pipe was shoved into the 
opening of the wind chest while the tongue was made 
of a thin.leaf of ivory. To the ivory leaf a w�re' was 
attached, which commenced to vibrate when it was 
struck by a gust of air through the sound pipe; ·the 
tone reinforced by reflection resembled a pronounced 
"r." As regards the rest, the organ-pipe system was reo 
tained, only that by observing the vibration-phenome
non an abrupt ejection of the different letters was 
avoided. 

The inventor said: " A  remarkable perfection in 
playing may be attained in three weeks, especially if 
the Latin, French or Italian language is used." 

This remark of the builder would indicate that the 
aspirants and sibilants, in which the Northern lan
guages abound, were but imperfectly reproduced by 
the "talking machine." The small size of the bellOWS, 
which had to send the necessary wind into the sound 
pipes, made the rendering of long sentences impossible. 
The arrangement of the "mouth"-consisting of a 
bottle of elastic rubber connected in a suitable man
ner with resonance plates-was found to be very awk
ward. 

Nevertheless, we soon find the "phonograph"-like 
the chess-playing Turk-on its triumphal march 
through the civilized world. It was last seen in 1827 
in Berlin, where it formed the chief attraction of a 
dubious exposition. After that, Kempelen' s "talking 
machine" disappeared entirely. . . Although no "resurrection" will fall to its lot, It IS 
nevertheless interesting and gratifying to note by what 
laborious efforts aspiring minds of the recent past have 
endeavored to break a way for the dominion of man 
over the principal laws of nature.*-Translated for the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT from Prometheus. 

FLY- WHEEL AND BO ILER EXPLOS IONS COM
P ARED-SPEEDS FOR C AST-IRON WHEELS.t 

By WILLIAM H. BOEHM, M. Am. Soc. M. E. 
THE influences that bring about fly-wheel explos ions 

are in some respects very similar to those that produce 
boiler explosions. . 

In the case of boilers steam exerts a radIal force 
acting on the shell of the boiler,. and when.ev�r the 
steam pressure. either through accIdent or neglIgence. 
increases sufficiently, the radial force bursts the shell 
with great ·violence. In the case of fly-wheels speed 

exerts a radial force acting on the rim of the wheel, 
and whenever the speed, either through ac� ident or 
negligence, increasefl sufficiently, the radIal force 
bursts the rim with great violence. 

In both cases the direction of the forces is tfe . same, 
since they both act from the center toward the cIrcu!ll
ference. In the case of boilers steam exerts the radIal 

• For curiosity's sake it m�y be mentioned t)18t Joha!,n Jo�cbim 
Becker's" Narrische Weisbeit und weise Narrbmt " (Foohsh WI.dom 
ond Wise Foolishness) edition of 1727. bears the followmg note on page 
Ro' "I have known an organ \Jullder, who though not a scholar had 
i�geDiolls talents and bas .pent, mucb time over the problem to express 
"'me letters 9rtificially. as in speecb; hi. organ pipe.·sang a Jarge nll!"�lr 
of the ·Jetters r-f the ABC and rep rodnced tbem partly tn a bIg y 
n�ltnral mannPf." 

t Frolll the Monthly Bulletin of tile Fidelitl alli! OMualty Company, 
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force that produces an explosion. In the case of fly
wheels speed exerts the radial (centrifugal) force 
that produces an. explosion. 

These influences are widely dissimilar in other re
spects. 

In the case of boilers the force tending to burst the 
shell increases directly with the steam pressure. Doub
ling the steam pressure, for example, doubles the force 
acting on the shelL In the case of fly-wheels the force 
tending to burst the rim increases with the square 
of the speed. Doubling the speed, for example, quad
ruples the force acting on the rim. 

In the case of boilers their strength may be in
.creased by increasing the thickness of the shelL If 
we double the thickness of the shell, for example, we 
double the strength of the boiler. In the case of fly
wheels increasing the thickness of the rim does not 
increase the strength of the wheel, because the weight 
thus added also increases the centrifugal force, leav
ing the wheel no stronger than before. 

Fly-wheels are intended primarily to prevent sudden 
fluctuations of speed, although they usually carry a 
belt and thus serve as a driving wheel as well as a fly
wheeL Their capacity to regulate speed fluctuation 
depends upon their weight and speed. If, for example, 
we should double the speed of a wheel, we would 
require only half as much weight to secure equally 
efficient speed regulation. Inasmuch as the cost of a 
wheel depends directly upon its weight, it is common 
practice to run fly-wheels at the highest possible speed 
in order to save we ight and economize in cost. 

What then is the highest speed at which fly-wheels 
may be run with safety? Evidently there is a danger 
limit for every wheel regardless of the amount of ma
terial it contains. For wheels made in sections this 
limit depends upon the efficiency of the rim joints as 
well as upon the kind of material of the wheeL 

In a previous article we gave the limit of rim speed 
for wheels made of cast-iron, steel and hard maple. 
For cast-iron wheels as ordinarily constructed a rim 
speed of a mile a minute was shown to be the limit for 
safety, and we now give a. table stating the number 
of revolutions per minute for cast-iron wheels, from 
one foot to thirty feet in diameter, at which the dan· 
ger limit is reached. This table will be useful in ind.i· 
cating whether or not a wheel of given diameter IS 

revolving at dangerous speed. 
SPEEDS FOR CAST-IRON WHEELS. 

Table giving the number of revolutions per minute 
at which the rim speed for cast·iron wheels reaches 
the danger l imit of one mile per minute. 
Diameter 
of wheel 
in feet. 

Danger limit. Diameter 
revolutions of wbeel 

per minute. in feet. 

1 
114 
llh 
2 
2lh 
3 
3lh 
4 
4lh 
5 
5lh 
6 
6141 
7 
7lh 
8 
8% 
9 
9lh 

10 
10lh 
11 
11lh 
12 
12lh 
13 
131h 
14 
14lh 
15 

· ... . . . . . . .. .... 1680 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1344 
· ............... 1120 
· . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. 840 
............. .. . 672 
· . ... . . .. . .. . . . . 560 
· ... .......... 480 

............... 420 
. . ... .......... 373 

· . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 336 
· . . . . . . . . . . . ... .  305 
· . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 280 
..... .. , .. .....  , 258 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
· . .. . . . . . . . . ... , 224 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . ...  210 
.......... ......  198 
· . .  .. .. .. .. .... 187 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177 
................ 168 
. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  160 
................ 153 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 146 
................ 140 
· . . . . . . .........  134 
· ............... 129 
· .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . 124 
..... . . . ........ 120 
· . . .. .. . . . . . . .. 116 
· . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 112 

15lh 
16 
16lh 
17 
17lh 
18 
18lh 
19 
19lh 
20 
20lh 
21 
21lh 
22 
22lh 
23' 
23lh 
24 
24lh 
25 
25lh 
26 
26lh 
27 
27lh 
28 
28lh 
29 
29lh 
30 

Danger limit, 
revolutions 

per minnte. 
108 
105 
102 

99 
96 
93 
91 
89 
86 
84 
82 
80 
78 
76 
74 
73 
72 
70 
68 
67 
66 
65 
63 
62 
61 
no 
5:1 
58 
57 
56 

IMPROVEMENTS IN G AS EN G INES. 
SOME interesting information relative to recent im

provements in the gas engine has been published by 
Prof. Hudson Beare, of Great Britain. One of the 
most important improvements in this connection was 
the solution of the gas producer problem by Mr. Daw
son and Dr. Mond. In Dr. Mond's system, which is 
perhaps the most successful on a large scale, the 
cheapest of fuels can be used, and without adding 
greatly to the capital cost, or the expense of working, 
ammonia recovery plant can be employed along w i �h 
the producer. The principal difference �etween thIS 
system and others is in th.e large quant�ty of steam, 
which is mixed with the aIr and blown mto the pro
ducer, the weight of steam decomposed per ton of slack 
being about half a ton, and the final producer gas con
tains about 29 per cent of free hydrogen. One of the 
secrets of the great success of this prod:r?er is. the 
elaborate care which has been taken to utIlIze. the re
generator principle at every stage .of the process. A 
medium-sized producer can deal WIth twenty tons of 
slack per twenty-four hours, producing a little over 
3 000 000 cubic feet of gas, of a calorific value of about 
148 British thermal units per cub ic foot; and if the 
supplementary steam can be obtained by utilizing waste 
heat, as is done in some of the plaJ?-ts, ab?ut 8.4 p�r 
cent of the original heat of the slack IS obtamed m tlie 
gas produced. The question of the utilization of blast 
furnace gases for working gas engines da.te� back to 
1894 and the first gas engine in Great BrItam to use 
thes� ga'ies was a small " Acme" . engine fitted u� at 
the Glasgow Iron and Steel Works m 189? In Be �gIum 
the Cockerill Company have done splendId work m de
veloping this branch of engineering, and in Germany 
there has also been a great advance in the desi.gn a�d 
construct ion of large engines suitable for use WIth thIS 
gas. The greatest difficulty has been tbe removal from 
the waste gases of the dust carried out from the blast 
furnaces; but by the u�e of a centrifugal fan, into the 
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